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Self-regenerative biological system.
Brief report on the effectiveness of the algorithms of the patented
Imanente Therapy ® Program / Delaying the aging process of the human
body.

Being depends more on probability
than the regularity

1. Macrophages are activated , which implies self-tuning of the phagocytic
process.
OMARIDIN TM product formula They manage to "cultivate" a properly
balanced intestinal microflora, which controls the qualitative state of the
immune system.
OMARIDIN TM product formula provide an antagonistic effect of
lactobacilli against pathogenic microorganisms and a mild antibiotic effect.
4. Single-source amino acid complex makes positive and irreversible
adjustments in the body.
5. The car's holographic audio matrix OMARIDIN TM gives the same
positive result as a physical product.
6. Complex of sound and linguistic waves of specially developed
algorithms - for each patient individually - eliminates hormonal imbalance,
violations of the harmony of the peripheral nervous system (proven by
Certificate PD 1/0413).
7. Concentrated beams of light of a certain spectrum of radiation are
bactericidal, they stimulate the regeneration of body tissues ( Niels Ryberg
Finsen, Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology in 1903).

The patented Imanente Therapy ® / Delaying of the aging process

of the human body program includes photobiomodulation in the body

harmonization complex (developed by Niels Ryberg Finsen, laureate of the

Award Nobel - transfer of electrons through the photosynthetic chain to the

human epithelium, with its consequent positive effect on synaptic

terminations, including in oncology).

All energy in the Universe is neutral,

eternal, exists beyond dimensions
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8. A beam of light ( laser biostimulation ) of a certain frequency of the

radiation spectrum (no need to go into detail about the principle of

photobiomodulation therapy ) transmits electrons through the

photosynthetic chain to the human epithelium. There is a transformation of

ATP (adenosine triphosphate) and NADPH (nicotinamide adenine

dinucleotide phosphate) which, in turn, causes the organism to activate the

emanation-material exchange, stimulating redox reactions in living cells,

including immunomodulation.

9. The energetic activity that accumulates as a result of the absorption of

light quanta is later used to form oxygen, this contributes to the healing of

the cell and therefore of the whole organism in general (Otto Warburg,

Nobel Prize in 1931 for research in oxygen deficiency during cellular

respiration).

10. According to an international multidisciplinary team of clinicians and

researchers, photobiomodulation therapy is safe and effective , including in

oncology. In 2015, the World Association for Laser Therapy (WALT)

defined photobiomodulation therapy as a form of light therapy.

11. I'm using photobiomodulation therapy in practice successfully for over

20 years. In December 2000, NASA stated that mitochondrial cytochrome c

oxidase absorbs light in a specific wavelength spectrum. Adenosine

triphosphate is synthesized, which is a source of energy and provides the

necessary vital activity of the body. The origin of various biochemical

reactions has also been proven, as a result of which glucose, sugar, starch,

etc. are produced from carbon dioxide. Hence the scientific explanation of

food prana .

12. The patented Immanent Therapy ® / Delaying of the human body's

aging process helps to eliminate the lack of cellular oxygen.

13. Biochemical control of apoptotic changes is initiated, the body's aging

process slows down.
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14. The patented Program Immanent Therapy ® / Delaying the aging

process of the human body is directly related to the Nobel Prize of

Physiology or Medicine 2017 (discovery of the molecular mechanisms that

control the circadian rhythm ).

Biological or circadian cycles control many biogenic events.

Violation of these natural rhythms is associated with many diseases, such

as sleep destruction, metabolic syndrome, and neoplasm growth.

Therefore, by being able to prevent and eliminate certain components

of circadian rotations, a platform for the therapeutic elimination of diseases

associated with these (circadian) dysfunctions of the body is guaranteed.

The patented Immanent Therapy ® / Delaying of the aging

process of the human body program , controlling temporal fractal

bioprocesses , directly influencing the genetic structure, is capable of

controlling the duration of the biological cycles of the somantic system.

And that means power over premature aging processes.

Applying in practice a technological complex of discoveries by

Nobel Prize winners, namely:

1. Niels Ryberg Finsen (Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology in 1903);

2. Ilya Mechnikov (Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1908);

3. Otto Warburg (Nobel Prize in 1931 for research on oxygen deficiency in

cellular respiration);

4. Jeffrey C. Hall, Michael Rosbash and Michael W. Young (Nobel Prize in

Physiology or Medicine in 2017 for discovering the molecular mechanisms

that control the circadian rhythm).

Like other scientist-discoverers and also countless personal developments

(including those patented by me), I confidently declare: The Program for

delaying the aging process of the human body, based on the Immanent

Therapy ® technology ( patented discovery by #Volodymyr Naumenko , using

exclusively products of natural plant origin, is the most effective, as long as
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the patient meets all the requirements I set out at the beginning of the

recovery course.

I hope I have convincingly proven the effectiveness of the patented

Immanent Therapy ® Program / Delaying the aging process of the

human body.

Sincerely, Dr. Volodymyr Naumenko.

Thank you for your attention.

More daily updated news can be found at

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/ABCimuni dade
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